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Annett, Cora. How the Witch Got Alf; illus. by Steven Kellogg. Watts, 1975. 74-8808. 47p.
$4.95.
Kelloggs's beguiling little donkey is nicely matched to the affable, silly protagonist
R of Annett's lightly nonsensical story. Observing the demonstrations that the cat, dog,
3-4 and canary get from the Old Man and the Old Woman, and pondering on the fact that
he is even more deserving than they because he works, Alf the donkey tries to
imitate. He sings. It is not appreciated. He tries curling up in Old Woman's lap. He,
she, and the chair collapse. He jumps up on Old Man and licks his face. Response,
but the wrong kind. So, sure that he is unlovable, Alf runs away, but not far; he
climbs to the roof of the house and hides. The subsequent noises convince the old
couple there's a witch about, and the antics of Alf should amuse young readers as
much as the ending satisfies them. The writing style is breezy, the ambience sunny;
Avery, Gillian. Ellen and the Queen; illus. by Krystyna Turska. Nelson, 1975. 74-10287. 80p.
$4.95.
A story set in Victorian England is illustrated with charming black and white
R sketches that have meticulous costume details. Since her mother was lodgekeeper for
3-5 the Earl, Ellen was convinced that she would see the queen on the occasion of a royal
visit; her classmates were irritated by her boasting and dubious about her prospects.
Well, Ellen did see Queen Victoria. She saw her by peeping out from under the bed
where she and the daughter of the house were hiding, and so she knew the answer to
the question that had come up in the schoolyard: did fine ladies have I-e-g-s? Ellen
knew, but she couldn't ever tell! In a brief book Avery does a fine job of establishing
character and incorporating period atmosphere; the style of writing is keyed to the
setting and the dialogue is skillfully appropriate both to the time and to the ages and
education of the village children.
Bang, Betsy, tr. The Old Woman and the Red Pumpkin; illus. by Molly Garrett Bang.
Macmillan, 1975. 74-13057. 28p. $6.95.
The story of an old woman who outwits three predatory beasts who want to eat her
is told adequately, but has an abrupt ending; the illustrations are overly busy, with
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M flat, harsh colors. To each animal, the old woman had said she was only skin and
K-3 bones, that after she had visited her grandchild she would be fat. And she was. The
granddaughter put the old woman into a large pumpkin, and only one of the three
animals, the jackal, realized that a pumpkin doesn't roll along and sing. Discovered,
the old woman suggested that the three animals fight so that the strongest could
eat her head, "and while they were fighting, the fat old woman crept away-
and ran until she got safely home." The adaptation of the Bengali tale is weakened
by the amount of text devoted to the visit with the granddaughter, separating the two
encounters with the animals.
Beckman, Gunnel. Mia Alone; tr. by Joan Tate. Viking, 1975. 74-19427. 124p. $5.95.
Translated from the Swedish title Tre Veckor bver Tiden, this is a candid and
Ad serious story about a high school girl. Mia is three weeks overdue, goes to a drug-
7-10 store to get the form for a pregnancy test, suffers in bitter indecision. Jan is ready to
marry her, but Mia dreads the thought of two students abruptly changing their life
plans-yet dreads abortion equally. It is her father Mia confides in, her father she
turns to in relief when she discovers she is not pregnant. In the course of the story
she faces her parents' marital conflict and their decision to have a trial separation,
and she discovers, when she visits her grandmother in an old people's home, that
Gran is unhappy, too. Although the characters are convincing, their problems
treated with perception, and the dialogue believable, the book is so unleavened in its
somber considerations that some readers may be put off.
Behrens, June. A New Flag for a New Country; illus. by Lenny Meyer. Childrens Press,
1975. 74-30381. 32p. $3.95.
Although the details of the Betsy Ross legend vary in several versions, this is in
Ad substantial agreement with most. Washington and two other leaders visit the
2-4 widowed seamstress, commission a flag that is to fill certain specifications and be
ready in two days, and congratulate Mistress Ross when the flag is completed. Here
Betsy Ross makes several suggestions (putting the stars in a circle, making the flag
rectangular rather than square) and is helped by a neighbor's child. There are parts
for two narrators, who give background information; the cast is small, the dialogue
occasionally stilted but constructed adequately in moving the action along, the end-
ing weakened by predictions like "Dolly, someday you will tell your children that
you were the first child to know about the flag of our nation," or, "other nations will
know this as the flag of a great new country." Useful for the bicentennial year, the
play has an epilogue that shows the several forms the flag has had.
Bellairs, John. A Figure in the Shadows; drawings by Mercer Mayer. Dial, 1975. 74-2885.
155p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.47 net.
A sequel to The House with a Clock in its Walls (reviewed in the November, 1973
R issue) has the same cast: orphaned Lewis, a timid boy who has found a very happy
5-7 home with his uncle; Uncle Jonathan and his neighbor Mrs. Zimmerman, both be-
nevolent sorcerers; and Lewis' friend Rose Rita, who has all the nerve Lewis wishes
he had. Lewis hopes the old coin he's found in a trunk is an amulet, but it doesn't
seem to help him with the class bully. It is magical, however, and it is evil; using it,
Lewis evokes the shadowed figure of a ghost and puts himself in great danger. Again
here, as in the earlier book, Bellairs combines effectively an aura of brooding sus-
pense and the down-to-earth characters of Mrs. Zimmerman and Jonathan, whose
attitude toward magic is practical. Smoothly contrapuntal, often amusing, and
adroitly constructed and paced.
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Bolliger-Savelli, Antonella, illus. Miranda's Magic; ad. from the German of Eveline Hasler
by Elizabeth Shub. Macmillan, 1975. 74-10615. 20p. illus. $5.95.
Adapted from the German title, Der Zauberelefant, this is not a story about magic
Ad but about children's need for play space. Miranda, a retired circus magician, mixes
K-2 some liquids that send colored clouds floating down to the square where a policeman
has just told some children they can't have a pretend circus. Spotting the mayor,
Miranda appeals to him, then hounds other agencies until she has achieved her goal,
aided by parents. When the children's playground is completed, Miranda watches
her young friends play, saying, "It's better than a circus." The translation reads
fairly smoothly, the story has the appeal of a need fulfilled, and a wish granted. The
illustrations are in flat colors, and at one point, when the text says, after Miranda's
pink cloud surrounds the policeman with an elephantine shape, "The elephant
looked so real they could see themselves riding on his back," the pictures show the
children actually doing so, a fantastic note that may confuse children looking at the
book.
Borland, Kathryn Kilby. Good-by to Stony Crick; by Kathryn Borland and Helen Speicher;
illus. by Deanne Hollinger. McGraw-Hill, 1975. 74-11457. 138p. $5.72.
A family of seven, the Weatherheads have come from Kentucky to Chicago hoping
Ad that Pa can get a good job. Jeremy, the oldest of the children and the protagonist of
5-7 the story, is the most unhappy. He is teased at school, ignored by an unsympathetic
teacher, worried about his parents' unhappiness, dismayed by the dirt and crowding
and coldness of life in a rundown urban neighborhood. Jeremy's situation improves a
bit when his classmates learn that he's helped save a blind neighbor's life in a fire and
when a new and more understanding teacher takes over the class, but he still yearns
for Stony Crick even though he knows the other members of the family have adjusted
and that there is little chance they will go back. There have been several stories on
this theme (the Cleavers' Mimosa Tree, Raymond's Up from Appalachia) and this
strikes a moderate note about the family's adaptation to city life, but it is weakened
by the inclusion of so many minor themes and characters. The characterization is
either sympathetic or denigratory, with little between; the writing style is adequate.
Boston, Lucy Maria. The Guardians of the House; illus. by Peter Boston. Atheneum, 1975.
74-18177. 51p. $4.95.
Intrigued by the looks and the reputation of a very old house, Tom Morgan slips in
SpR one day when he knows the house will be empty. The house is crowded with odd and
4-6 fascinating objects, many of them carved faces; three of the faces catapult him into
fantasy adventures in a jungle, under the sea, and into a cave. The margins where
realism and fantasy meet are abrupt, and while there is mystery and adventure within
the episodes, there is little sequence or, indeed, relationship to the house or the
collection that is the catalyst for the sometimes-mystical situation. What is strongest
in the book is the evocation of the atmosphere of the house itself-and there is still
Lucy Boston's style, flowing quietly like a dark, clear stream.
Brandenberg, Franz. No School Today! illus. by Aliki. Macmillan, 1975. 74-13186. 29p.
$6.95.
If one can accept the premise that a school would be open but completely empty
Ad five minutes before the last bell, this is a realistic story of two children (cats, as are all
K-2 the other characters, but people-in-disguise) who start off to school an hour early.
They dawdle along, look into store windows, and arrive at school to find deserted
corridors and classrooms. No school! They run home telling other children, the
teacher, and the principal that there is no school; they get home to find that it is five
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minutes to nine, that they've made a mistake, and that they have just enough time to
make it before the bell. If they rush. They do, and they just make it. The illustrations
have intriguing details, and plenty of action and humor; the story line isn't very
substantial but is mildly amusing.
Brown, Roy. The White Sparrow. Seabury, 1975. 74-19352. 158p. $6.95.
Two characters from the author's Flight of Sparrows, thirteen-year-old Sprog and
R the nameless Boy, a face-scarred night creature of fourteen, are drifting about the
6-8 London environs. Derelicts, they scrounge and steal to keep alive, avoiding people
and evading the police. When Sprog falls ill, he wakes to find that a quiet, gentle
young woman, Connie Angel, is taking care of him and bringing food for both boys.
Sprog is restless at confinement, but the Boy is miserable, hiding his mutilated face
and stealing out at night, staying only because his friend Sprog needs Connie's care.
Then Sprog recuperates. He helps Connie's father with his work, visits their home,
enjoys being part of a family. He is for the first time an accepted member of
society-but he has to choose between the Boy and their shiftless, hopeless life style,
or life with the Angels. The book and its conclusion are realistic; although the plot is
slow-moving, the intensity of the writing style and the pathos of the situation carry
the story.
Calhoun, Mary Huiskamp. Old Man Whickutt's Donkey; illus. by Tomie de Paola. Parent's
Magazine, 1975. 74-12289. 38p. Trade ed. $4.95. Library ed. $4.59 net.
Engagingly funny pictures complement the rustic flavor of a sort of hillbilly version
R of the LaFontaine fable about the man who ends a journey carrying his beast of
K-3 burden. Here it's Old Man Whickutt and his boy (grandson) and his donkey who go
off to the mill with a sack of corn. The sack slides, the donkey rears, and the old man
says, "Derned fool donkey! Acts as addled as a hen with its head off," and he slings
the sack under the donkey's belly. Comments of passersby elicit various other
methods, and the ending has a bit of new embroidery. The colloquial conversation,
the regional idiom, and the humor of the pictures make this as much fun for the
readers as for their audience.
Carrick, Malcolm. The Wise Men of Gotham; adapted and illus. by Malcolm Carrick. Viking,
1975. 74-10832. 41p. $6.95.
First published in England, a selection of tales from a chapbook version of The
R Foles of Gotyam is adapted and illustrated with vigorous, busy pictures, some in
4-6 color and some in black and white. Almost every culture has a set of tales like these,
a collection of stories about the noodleheads of a particular town. The retellings are
blithe and bouncy, the pictures captivating in their humor and vitality. The silly
Gotham folk love spring, so they capture a spring bird, the cuckoo, so that it will
always be spring; when a huge eel eats all the fish in the net, they punish him by
putting him in the river to drown; the blacksmith burns down his forge to rid it of
wasps.
Cartwright, Sally. Sand; illus. by Don Madden. Coward, 1975. 74-83011. 31p. $4.97.
A nursery school science teacher encourages observation and experimentation in a
R text that is sprightly, varied, and clear. The book, illustrated with lively, often
K-2 humorous drawings, explains how sand is formed and what it's used for, suggests
ways to investigate the properties of sand, and gives instructions for making sand by
hammering pieces of rock (under a rag, for safety reasons) and makes it all sound like
great fun.
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Clymer, Eleanor (Lowenton) Engine Number Seven; illus. by Robert Quackenbush. Holt,
1975. 74-20911. 47p. $4.95.
A story about a narrow gauge railroad train is set in a small Maine community.
Ad With the advent of cars and buses, the village of Hogus decided it no longer needed
3-5 its two-car train, but Dot and Sam agreed with Dot's grandfather, Mr. Hobbs, who
had been the engineer, that they preferred old Number Seven to the school bus.
When the latter stalled during a snowstorm, Mr. Hobbs and the children, who had
been repairing Number Seven, chugged off to pick up the snowbound students, and
that convinced the townspeople to reverse their stand and keep the train. Number
Seven is referred to as "she" but there's no anthropomorphism; the story is realistic.
It is adequately told, but there's little characterization and little trace of the warm
relationships that distinguish other Clymer books.
Coerr, Eleanor. Biography of a Giant Panda; illus. by Kazue Mizumura. Putnam, 1975.
74-83019. 63p. $4.69.
The life cycle of a giant panda is told in narrative framework, the panda being
Ad named but described without anthropomorphism; infrequently, the author attributes
2-4 emotions to the panda or some other animal, as when a takin (another animal of
Western China) coughs "suspiciously." The illustrations are adequate, the text se-
date in style of writing, and the book useful for its accuracy and coverage. The author
describes the ways in which the mother panda protects, feeds, and trains her child,
and the period in which the offspring fends for itself and eventually mates and bears
young.
Colman, Hila. Ethan's Favorite Teacher; illus. by John Wallner. Crown, 1975. 74-31081. 27p.
$5.95.
Ethan found studying boring; spelling and arithmetic were dumb, and the only
Ad person who answered his questions was Frank, who worked at the zoo. (Mother and
3-4 teacher brush off Ethan's questions or scold him for not paying attention to their
own.) Playing a game with a primate, Ethan discovers he has to study to beat her.
When the class pays a zoo visit, the "smartest" girl in the class can't win from the
orangutan, but Ethan can because he has worked at it. The book's jacket states that
the story is based on work actually being done with orangutans playing tic-tac-toe in
a research project being conducted by scientists. The story is built around this, and
the seams show, unfortunately: Ethan's aversion to study and his tenuous realization
that it can be enjoyable and profitable to work toward acquiring knowledge seem
grafted rather than molded to the tic-tac-toe contest. However, the zoo setting, the
trained primate, and even the negative attitude toward school will appeal to some
readers.
Cooper, Gordon. A Time in the City; illus. by Robin Jacques. Dutton, 1975. 74-23813. 158p.
$6.95.
A sequel to An Hour in the Morning, this continues the story of a young girl in
R domestic service in England. Kate had worked for a country family near her home
7- and felt some trepidation at the thought of being in a city thirty miles away. The story
is set during the first world war, and there is some portion devoted to the involvement
of the gentry and their sons, but most of it recounts the life below stairs: the friendly
cook, the maid whose parents welcome Kate on her day off, Kate's adjustment to a
new home and new tasks, and her meeting-just before the story ends-with a young
soldier from her own village. Although there is little about Kate's employers, this has
the same quiet and detailed reflection of a way of life that has all but disappeared. It's
a natural for lovers of "Upstairs, Downstairs."
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Coudrille, Jonathon. A Beastly Collection; drawn and written by Jonathon Coudrille. Wame,
1975. 59p. $6.95.
An odd one, intriguing, this is a book that has inventive full-page black and white
M drawings of beasts facing a page of text. Alphabetically arranged, the sections of text
5-6 are clearly not for young children, but may have some appeal to readers old enough
to enjoy odd words. "A" begins, "Abigail, Ada, Agatha, Aileen ... and other ants
respectfully avoid an amazing animal depicted at ease among asphodel, agrimony and
alkanet. .. ." "I is for illuminated, which is what this initial is. In this instance I
included myself in the illustration, as I'm more 'I' shaped than the ibex outside. An
impecunious innocent, immobile in an interior, I identify insects, instruments and
other indoor impedimenta into infinity." Some of this is funny, some seems con-
trived. The "index" is, again, alphabetical nonsense: "Car / Cork and / Cotton reel
all / Cast their shadows on the carpet."
Cowles, Ginny. Nicholas; pictures by Clement Hurd. Seabury, 1975. 74-11432. 3 4p. $6.95.
Nicholas isn't a mouse, he's a boy, but otherwise he is like Stuart Little, a tiny
Ad creature born to a family of normal size. When he decides he's old enough to leave
K-2 home, Nicholas sets up househeeping in the mailbox (the kind used on rural routes)
and decides he needs a wife. One day a dog's barking brings Nicholas to the scene
where a tiny female, Pamela, also a child in a normal size family, is floundering in the
snow. It's instant rapport, a Christmas wedding, and then several scenes of Nicholas
playing his wee guitar and singing. The songs are included. The illustrations are
pleasing, but the story doesn't quite come off, in part perhaps because it focuses on
Nicholas as an adult, in part because the writing style is flat. Still, the story has a
problem that's solved, and any tale of tiny people appeals to many children.
De Paola, Tomie. Michael Bird-Boy; story and pictures by Tomie de Paola. Prentice-Hall,
1975. 74-23563. 30p. $5.95.
Tomie de Paola is not at his best when message outweighs medium; here he writes
M an anti-pollution story (with a dash of feminism) that also gives some facts about how
K-2 bees produce honey, but-while it's nicely packaged-the story is flat. Bird-Boy,
who dresses each day in a bird costume which has little to do with the story, goes off
to see what causes the black cloud that is damaging birds and flowers. It's the
smokestack from a plant that manufactures honey from artificial ingredients; Bird-
Boy easily convinces Boss-Lady to switch to real bees. He mails her some, she calls
for help because of low productivity, he explains that bees need flowers, she adds
flowers, and it all ends with a party, honey cake, and the two friends sitting among
flowers with birds and watching the "annual comet display."
Donovan, John. Good Old James; illus. by James Stevenson. Harper, 1975. 74-20387. 15p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
This quietly humorous and poignant story may have broader appeal to adults than
Ad to children, since it is quite sophisticated, with a subdued style, an adult protagonist,
4-5 and an offbeat ending to the passive story line. The illustrations are deft and droll, the
whole a cameo that may be too delicate for some readers. James is an elderly man
who decides that he doesn't need a big house and that he wants to retire. He travels
and is bored; he can't rent a room in his old house and is refused when he offers to
work at his old firm. So James leads the free life in a hotel room and he's lonely
enough to respond to the ostensible overtures of a house fly. He names it Gwen and
grows deeply attached to it, the story ends.
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Dresang, Eliza T. The Land and People of Zambia. Lippincott, 1975. 74-23108. 159p. illus.
(Portraits of the Nations) $5.95.
After chapters describing geographical features of the country, major cities, and
Ad kingdoms of the past, the text focuses on recent history, the struggle for indepen-
7-10 dence, and Zambian life today. The author examines in particular the economic,
agricultural, and educational situations in an emergent nation affected by the hostility
of its southern neighbor and the influence of Portuguese colonial policy, a country in
which education is now free but not adequate because there are not enough upper
schools to accommodate a population (one of the fastest-growing in the world) 46%
of which is under fifteen. While the book is informative and the chapters well or-
ganized on the whole, the opening chapters are crowded with peripheral material.
The pages are heavy with close print; the text ends rather abruptly. A relative index
is appended.
Erdman, Loula Grace. Save Weeping for the Night. Dodd, 1975. 74-25522. 205p. $5.50.
A biography of Bettie Shelby, wife of the Confederate General who, refusing to
M surrender after Appomattox, went to Mexico with his men, his children, and his
6-8 wife. While this has historical interest both for its facts about the viewpoints of some
southerners during the Civil War and for its portrayal of a leisurely way of life led by
wealthy southerners, it is too adulatory to be an impressive biography. It is replete
with insistence on Bettie's courage and loyalty and permeated by examples of
stereotypical attitudes toward blacks: accent shown in the speech of black characters
but not of white, references to "faithful Negroes," a "smiling black boy," etc. The
author has, by praising every minor deed of her subject, lessened the impact of Bettie
Shelby's devotion and stamina.
Ewing, Kathryn. A Private Matter; illus. by Joan Sandin. Harcourt, 1975. 74-23673. 88p.
$5.95.
Marcy's mother was slightly annoyed with her for making overtures to the elderly
R man next door, and she was really troubled when she realized that Marcy had written
4-5 a class paper about a project she'd worked on with old Mr. Endicott, referring to him
as her father. Did Marcy feel so keenly a need for a father? When her real father
came for a visit, bringing his new wife, Marcy didn't at all feel what she did for the
man next door; she certainly didn't welcome the announcement that her mother was
getting married. To Marcy the cruelest blow was learning that Mr. Endicott was
going to sell his house, since his wife had just died; it was a very private matter,
adjusting to the loss of someone you had learned to love and trust. The writing style
and characterization are competent; the situation is unusual in that it posits a child
who is quite adjusted to her parents' divorce, but is shaken by the reappearance of
her father. Its theme, the love that is shaken by the feeling of rejection, is a serious
one but it is handled with perception and lightened by the humor of the relationships
between Marcy and her classmates, and it ends on a note of wistful acceptance.
Farrar, Richard. The Hungry Snowbird; illus. by Matthew Kalmenoff. Coward, 1975.
74-80657. 47p. $4.49.
Written by an ornithologist whose special field is birds' adaptations to winter
R habitats, this description of the migration and winter feeding patterns of juncos is
2-4 authoritative and capably written. There is a modest narrative framework (a child
who is interested in a particular junco she calls "Snowbird" hears from her father an
explanation of the junco's absence) that's nicely integrated into the text, and the
illustrations are precise and realistic albeit repetitive. Although the writing style is
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simple, the book goes into more detail about a narrow area (winter feeding) then do
most books for the primary grades reader.
Fisher, Leonard Everett. Sweeney's Ghost; written and illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher.
Doubleday, 1975. 73-9027. 133p. $4.50.
An American family of five, the Framers, come to Jamaica for a brief vacation; in
M their rented house they discover that their sleepless nights are being caused by a
5-7 noisy ghost. The ghost is Thomas Sweeney, a pirate who had been hanged and buried
on the spot two centuries earlier. The story line consists of Sweeney's persecution of
the family, and it is heavily padded and interrupted by long monologues by the ghost;
much of this is used to give information about Sweeney and other pirates, as is a
rather large portion of the dialogue between young Jo-Jo Framer and others in his
family. The portions of the text describing the ghost's activities or giving his remarks
are in italics, and the whole text is printed in paragraphs that are widely spaced so
that the pages look as though they carry a series of separate topics. Add to the
physical fragmentation a number of instances of careless writing ("Les . . . creeped
forward," "No sooner had Coraleen arrived, she removed her shoes .. .") and the
limitations of the book's appeal are clear. Each part of the story obtrudes on the
other and each is thereby weakened; it seems probable that only the inveterate
admirer of ghost or pirate stories would enjoy the book.
Fregosi, Claudia. The Mammoth, the Owl, and the Crab. Macmillan, 1975. 74-13836. 26p.
illus. $5.95.
Loretta doesn't want to get out of bed in the morning, and she tells her mother
M she's a mammoth frozen in the ice; she tells her father she's an owl who sleeps during
4-6 the day and tells her brother she's a hibernating crab. Various household noises wake
yrs. her, and she comes to the breakfast table saying, "Good morning. Sleeping season's
over. Pass the butter, please." And that's the end of a very slight story, with the
suggestions of imaginative play and a familiar situation as appeals. The illustrations,
bright but stiff and geometrically ornamented are reminiscent of the work of both
Domanska and Harlow Rockwell.
Galdone, Joanna. Gertrude the Goose Who Forgot; by Joanna and Paul Galdone. Watts,
1975. 73-19583. 31p. illus. $5.95.
Large-scale pictures of animals and bright, clear colors fill the pages of a picture
Ad book; the rhyming text describes a forgetful, silly goose who rambles about from
2-5 friend to friend looking for her misplaced key. In a repeating pattern, each animal
yrs. professes no knowledge of the key but reminds Gertrude that she's left one of her
possessions with him. So Gertrude gradually accumulates and dons her wardrobe,
from high-button shoes to a very flowery hat; the key turns up in the keyhole-but by
then Gertrude has forgotten where she was going. Not a strong story line, but the
appeals of rhyme, rhythm, and animals will undoubtedly compensate the young
audience.
Galdone, Paul. The Gingerbread Boy. Seabury, 1975. 74-11461. 36 p. illus. $6.95.
The cumulation and repetition of a folk favorite are appealing as ever; the story is
R adequately told; the illustrations are wonderfully vigorous and funny: nobody's ever
3-6 drawn a slyer fox than Galdone, or a wilder-eyed horse pursuing the runaway ginger-
yrs. bread boy, or a more plumply old-fashioned farm wife than the old woman who
baked the gullible runaway.
Gault, William Campbell. The Underground Skipper. Dutton, 1975. 74-23769. 134p. $6.95.
[8]
Although a variant of the standard baseball story (weak team rises in one season to
R win the World Series, with a suspect player making good) this is written with a
6-9 judicious enough blend of game sequences, personality conflicts, and humor in
dialogue to give it solidity and zest. The story is also given immediacy because it is
written in first person; the teller of the story is the manager, tough, surly Mike Ryan,
whose underground skipper is his baseball-wise wife. Myrna has urged that Mike
give Jimmy Cavanaugh a chance for a comeback, and Jimmy (a reformed wastrel)
makes good. Save for the members of Mike's team, the New York Titans, names of
real teams and players are used.
Gibbs, Tony. Backpacking. Watts, 1975. 74-11326. 66p. illus. $4.33.
Although this is not as detailed in coverage as the Lyttle book reviewed below, it is
R written with competence and based on experience, and it has, in addition to an index,
6- a valuable list of equipment sources and an equipment checklist. The text discusses
boots and other clothing, supplies of food, cooking equipment, tents, sleeping bags,
protection against rain, safety measures, and the planning and pacing for sensible
backpacking. A list of books suggested for further reading is also included.
Ginsburg, Mirra, tr. How Wilka Went to Sea; tr. and ed. by Mirra Ginsburg; illus. by Charles
Mikolaycak. Crown, 1975. 73-78877. 128p. $6.95.
Nine Finno-Ugric and Turkic folktales are beautifully illustrated by soft, dramatic
R pictures with precise costume details. The tales abound with witches, giants, and
4-6 wizards who are inevitably outwitted by the daring of youth or the wisdom of age;
many of them attest to the close family relationships within the rural cultures from
which they emanate. The title story is almost a situation comedy, a series of disasters
from which stubborn, hapless Wilka emerges triumphant: the most dramatic story
-although it has less action and violence than others-is "The Beautiful Birch," a
tale with a stunning ending.
Green, Norma B. The Hole in the Dike: retold by Norma Green; adapted from a story that
was first published in Hans Brinker; or, The Silver Skates, by Mary Mapes Dodge;
pictures by Eric Carle. T. Y. Crowell, 1975. 74-23562. 28p. $5.95.
A very simple retelling of the Mary Mapes Dodge story that has become a legend
R is brilliantly illustrated with bright pictures of the Dutch landscape. Windmills,
K-2 tulips, sabots, and placid cows abound. The text explains that the sea is held back
from the low land by dikes, as a background for Peter's alacrity in stopping the leak
by holding his finger in the dike and preventing further damage. He stays there all
night, tells the milkman to go for help in the morning, and is greeted by the villagers
as a hero.
Griffiths, Helen. Just a Dog; illus. by Victor Ambrus. Holiday House, 1975. 74-19025. 160p.
$5.95.
A mongrel pup's story is set in Madrid, although the setting is irrelevant, since this
R could be the story of any stray. The dog is loved by a boy whose parents will not let
5-7 him keep her, she roams the streets and fends for herself, occasionally produces a
litter, finds that some people are gentle and some harsh; eventually she is rescued
from the dog pound by a family that has known and fed her, and is really taken in as a
pet for the first time. Licensed, vaccinated, named, and loved. Periodically in the
story there are episodes in which the human beings she encounters are described,
but for the most part the author maintains the dog's viewpoint with remarkable
consistency. Realistic, often moving, the story is written with a sensitivity that never
lapses into sentimentality.
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Gross, Ruth Belov. Snakes. Four Winds, 1975. 74-13227. 63p. illus. $6.95.
Although the text is coded by the publisher for reading aloud (and it can be used
R that way, or used for browsing by a pre-reader who enjoys the photographs), it seems
3-5 more appropriate for the independent reader who is interested in details of the sub-
ject. Some of the illustrations are in color and can be used for identification; some are
in black and white. Gross describes reproduction inadequately (there's only a pass-
ing reference to mating and no diagrams of a snake's anatomy) but gives quite full
information about behavior and habitat, and she provides a special section on
poisonous snakes. The writing style is direct and crisp, with short sentences and
large print, and with the text arranged in short chapters to facilitate reading ease.
Hall, Lynn. New Day for Dragon; illus. by Joseph Cellini. Follett, 1975. 74-83606. 122p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.98 net.
Dragon had been caught when he was a young, wild stallion and used for breeding.
Ad Now fifteen, he is sold and shipped from Texas to an Iowa farm; his leg injured
4-6 during the trip, Dragon is suspicious and hostile when one of the farm children tries
to tame and train him. But Lyle is patient and gentle, and he works with the horse so
carefully that Dragon loses his fear, accepts discipline, and eventually gives a cham-
pionship performance at a judging. Although Hall occasionally attributes to Dragon
mental processes that seem human ("Dragon sensed it would happen to him . .")
the story is convincing and the plot uncluttered. Although not distinguished for its
style or characterization, the book has the elements of achievement, wishes granted,
and kindness to animals to strengthen the appeal to lovers of horse stories. A sequel
to A Horse Called Dragon.
Haskins, James. Fighting Shirley Chisholm; illus. with photographs. Dial, 1975. 74-20384.
211p. $5.95.
A biography of the first black woman to serve in the United States Congress gives
R a good balance of personal and professional material, is written with vigorous admi-
7-12 ration, and is candid about incidents not included in other Chisholm biographies
* written for young people. All her biographers have made it clear that Shirley
Chisholm is honest, courageous, and forthright; Haskins stresses the decisions she
has had to make about paramount causes: would she take a stand on an issue as a
black or as a woman when the stands conflicted, for example. Like Brownmiller's
Shirley Chisholn, for slightly younger readers, this is a lesson in political structure
and in the necessity for practical compromise to achieve idealistic goals.
Hauff, Wilhelm. The Adventures of Little Monk; tr. and ad. by Elizabeth Shub; illus. by
Monika Laimgruber. Macmillan, 1975. 74-4420. 34p. $6.95.
A freely adapted version of the original German fairy tale is illustrated with richly
R colored pictures in which Laimgruber has used the Turkish setting for including
4-5 ornate architectural and costume details. Mouk is a dwarf who goes into the world to
seek his fortune. His first position is unrewarding, but as he leaves, a friendly dog
helps him find a stick and some shoes with magical properties; he next becomes a
trusted messenger at the king's court but is accused of having stolen the treasure he
has dug up with the help of the magic stick. Sent away in disgrace, Mouk stumbles on
a way to take his revenge on the ungrateful monarch, flies off on his magic shoes, and
lives ever after in solitary and comfortable circumstances, lonely but respected. The
translation is fluent, and the story has many of the attributes of folk literature: the
weak overcoming the strong, magical objects, punishment for injustice, the interven-
tion of an animal, and plenty of action.
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Hawes, Judy. Spring Peepers; illus. by Graham Booth. T. Y. Crowell, 1975. 74-2038. 33p.
$4.50.
An addition to the publisher's excellent series, "Let's Read and Find Out Science
R Books," is simply written and adequately illustrated. Like others in the series, this
2-3 has large, clear print and not too much text on each page. The author describes the
cycle of a tree frog's life, explains how its "singing" is produced, and discusses the
appearance of the common spring peeper and other tree frogs. She also advises
readers on how to observe these small harbingers of spring.
Haynes, Betsy. Spies on the Devil's Belt. Nelson, 1974. 74-10289. 158p. $5.50.
Newly-orphaned, fourteen-year-old Jonathan Barlowe is a voluntary recruit into
Ad the Continental Army, despite the fact that his commander, Captain Brewster,
5-7 seems dubious about admitting one so young. Jonathan resents being sent on dull
errands and concludes that he's being used so that the older men can go on special
missions; he has no suspicion (which readers surely will) that he is carrying secret
messages. Jonathan does begin to suspect that his friend Bracy is a spy for the
British, whose garrisons Brewster has been raiding by crossing Long Island Sound,
the "Devil's Belt." By his perseverance and loyalty, Jonathan wins the newly-
established Purple Heart awarded by General Washington. Much of the story is
based on historical fact, and it has plenty of action; the plot is somewhat obscured by
occasional tangential episodes.
Holland, Isabelle. Journey for Three; illus. by Charles Robinson. Houghton, 1975. 74-17382.
105p. $4.95.
Orphaned when her missionary parents died in India, eleven-year-old Alison had
Ad moved with the mission to South America and then to New York, acting as surrogate
4-6 mother to a younger boy, a Hindu named San Ignacio, who has adopted Indian garb
while in South America, and to a towhead of three. Alison arrives at the home of a
bachelor cousin and announces that she and her "brothers" are there to stay. As-
sailed by an indignant landlord and prying women, by Alison's other relatives, and
by Alison herself, the bachelor uncle capitulates but not before it is revealed that he
is the embarrassed author of the children's favorite books, the pseudonymous Betsy
Bounce. Holland has effective writing style and there is humor in many of the
incidents, but the book is weakened by stock adult characters, a shade of cuteness in
the depiction of Fat Buttery, the three-year-old, and a situation that seems rigged.
There are also several instances of careless writing, such as "Alison, who knew that
San Ignacio was putting on the whole show probably to turn the Westchester cousins
off."
Hopf, Alice. Biography of an Ostrich; illus. by Ben F. Stahl. Putnam, 1975. 72-95562. 63p.
$4.29.
Ozzie has a name, but there is no anthropomorphism in this smoothly written
R continuous text that describes the life cycle of an ostrich. The simple prose has a
2-4 narrative flow, and the text incorporates facts about mating and breeding, parental
care, predators, diet, and the elaborate courtship display of the male who has chosen
a mate and a nesting site. Details about other animals of the African veld are in-
cluded; the illustrations are attractive.
Hussey, Lois J. Collecting for the City Naturalist; by Lois J. Hussey and Catherine Pessino;
illus. by Barbara Neill. T. Y. Crowell, 1975. 73-17293. 72p. $5.95.
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While no section of the book gives extensive guidance to observation and preser-
R vation of specimens, this covers many kinds of collections and gives quite adequate
4-6 advice on how to collect and preserve either data about or specimens of animal,
vegetable, and mineral forms. The text, dry and businesslike, stresses careful re-
cording and labeling, avoidance of trespassing on property or rights, and careful
respect toward living plants and animals. Among the topics covered: rocks, sand,
trees and other plants and plant parts, birds, insects, and pond life. A selected,
divided bibliography, a list of supply houses, and an index are appended.
lonesco, Eugene. Story Number 4; for children of any age; illus. by Jean-Michel Nicollet.
Harlin Quist, 1975. 72-78352. 20p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.47 net.
First published in France in 1967, this oversized picture book continues the adven-
M tures ofJosette, if they are adventures. Here Mama is away on a visit, and Papa, who
K-2 is un peu souffrant due to overeating, is asleep. "This morning, just as she does
every morning, Josette knocks on the door of her parents' bedroom," the text be-
gins. Papa evades conversation and locks himself in the bathroom; he resists
Josette's pleas to come in because he is naked. "I will wash myself and then I will
shave," he says. "And you will peepee and poopoo." "I am washing myself," Papa
affirms. He then tells Josette he isn't there, and she prowls the house looking for him.
Mama appears, Josette and Papa ask how Grandma is, and then ". . . Josette wakes
up. She goes to the door of her parents' bedroom .. ." the story ends, a flat denial of
the rambling but realistic dialogue. This leaves the reader with the option of finding
humor in Josette's tenacious hunt for Papa when he says he may be in the kitchen or
in the television (et cetera) or of feeling that this was all the proper peculiarity of a
dream. There's no meshing. The illustrations are lurid and inventive, with touches of
Daliesque humor.
Jacobs, William Jay. Roger Williams; illus. with authentic prints and documents. Watts, 1975.
74-12280. 56 p. $4.90.
Oh, he was a trouble maker, Roger Williams. He didn't believe in swearing oaths
R in civil matters, he upheld the theory of separation of church and state, he thought all
5-6 religions equally valid, and he even believed that the king had no right to grant land,
that it belonged to the Indians and should be fairly purchased from them. As a
brilliant young scholar and ordained minister, Williams had been welcomed to the
colonies, but his doctrines were held anathema by the church leaders and he was
banished from Massachusetts. He learned the languages of the neighboring tribes
after he'd established the new town of Providence, which became a haven for op-
pressed religious minority groups. This is not a complete biography of Williams, and
it does not bring the man to life, but it is a fully detailed account of his role in New
England colonial history. The writing is serious but not arid, the material smoothly
put together and authoritative. The author, an eminent historian, provides no bibliog-
raphy; an index is appended.
Johnston, Norma. Strangers Dark and Gold. Atheneum, 1975. 74-19463. 240p. $7.95.
A stirring, lyric retelling of the mythological adventures of Jason in his quests and
R of the tragic love of Jason and Medea is based on the three earliest accounts that have
7-12 survived intact; the author discusses these in her very helpful notes and points out
* that the three (Apollonius, Pindar, and Euripides) were telling tales that were familiar
to their audiences and that therefore they differed in details and approach. Strangers
Dark and Gold is a synthesis of the early versions, smoothly woven, told with a high
sense of narrative and written with the strength and dignity befitting an epic tale. A
glossary is appended.
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Kent, Jack. The Egg Book. Macmillan, 1975. 74-13662. 28p. illus. $5.95.
A wordless picture book has lively drawings and plenty of white space to set off
R the bright colors of the animals in the story, which is clearly told by the illustrations.
2-5 The plot is slight,.but it's amusing, has a satisfying ending, and demonstrates without
yrs. didacticism that each species reproduces its kind. A hen, seeing another hen's chick
hatch, yearns for progeny. She tries hatching a few eggs lying about, but each time a
baby creature appears that isn't a chick and has a mother who comes into sight (a
turtle, an alligator, and an ostrich). Finally-o joy-she hatches the right kind of egg,
and there it is, a happy chick that follows her. Light, silly, and sunny.
Kohn, Bernice. Communications Satellites; Message Centers in Space; illus. by Jerome
Kuhl. Four Winds, 1975. 74-26872. 58p. $5.95.
After discussing the work of early science fiction writers, the investigations by
R such space flight pioneers as Goddard and Tsiolkovsky, and the development of the
4-6 liquid fuel rocket, Kohn describes the telstar and synchronous satellites, explaining
the principles by which they function. She notes the improvements that have been
made in communications satellites, and anticipates, in a final chapter, the many ways
in which they will serve mankind. The writing is clear, the material well-organized,
and the illustrations helpful. A glossary and an index are appended.
La Farge, Phyllis. Granny's Fish Story; pictures by Gahan Wilson. Parents' Magazine, 1975.
74-545. 35p. Trade ed. $4.95. Library ed. $4.59 net.
Julie's grandmother invites her to bring a friend along for an overnight stay in the
Ad country. She's dubious about whether Sarah will like it or not, and indeed Sarah is a
2-3 bit uneasy about touching frogs and she does believe in Granny's "swamp halibut
and bush mackerel" that live in the woods. That night there's a thunderstorm, Sarah
dreams of the imaginary fish Granny's mentioned, and Granny wisely gets both girls
up for a soothing talk about how she had been afraid of thunderstorms, too, until her
Granny showed her how exciting they were. She'd believed in swamp halibut too.
Just a little. "That's all I believed in them," says Sarah, "just a little." A pleasant
enough excursion, but fragmentary; the illustrations have a raffish quality that adds
humor.
Lampell, Millard. The Pig With One Nostril; illus. by Peter Parnall. Doubleday, 1975.
72-76184. 47p. $5.95.
Parnall's meticulous and gracefully spare drawings are always enjoyable, even
Ad when he pictures an unlovely pig. This pig is an unhappy one, he has only one nostril
K-2 and cannot fully enjoy the world about him. He meets a "thing that is not a pig,"
which children will recognize as a frog, and the thing that is not a pig gives the pig
something flowery to smell. There's a recognizable and enjoyable smell to the flower,
even for a pig with only one nostril. Then there is a mini-explosion, and the pig has
two nostrils, and he can smell the smells of the world around him. Despite Parnall's
wonderful device of putting into color at explosion-time all the things that were in
black and white, despite the brisk, colloquial style of writing, the book is weakened
by the fact that the transformation from a one- to a two-nostril pig is not explained.
Lawrence, Louise. The Wyndcliffe. Harper, 1975. 124 p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79
net.
Although referred to by the publisher as a mystery, this is more a romantic ghost
Ad story. The setting is an isolated house above a cliff in England, a home the Hennessy
7-9 family has just bought. The oldest of the three adolescent children, Simon, is away at
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school; the older sister, Ruth, quickly makes friends and is happy; fifteen-year-old
Anna is quite miserable. And then Anna meets the ghost of the original owner, John,
who had died in 1823; they become close friends and have moved toward being in
love when Ruth and Simon, aware of the situation, decide to break it up. They
cannot see John (Anna does) but Ruth, who believes in him, and Simon, who
doesn't, both talk to the space they know he occupies. The element of mystery that is
in the story concerns the dramatic events in John's life, and Anna is fiercely insistent
that John does not deserve the reputation he had. The establishment of mood, the
style of writing and characterization and the dialogue are polished and mature, but
the long conversations between John and Anna, the convenient absence of the Hen-
nessy parents (two months in the U.S.) and the anticlimactic ending (John leaves,
Anna realizes that she is the happier for having known him) weaken the book.
Lionni, Leo. In the Rabbitgarden. Pantheon Books, 1975. 74-15295. 28p. illus. Trade ed.
$4.95; Library ed. $5.99 net.
Two little rabbits have been told not to eat apples or the fox will get them. When
R the old rabbit leaves the garden he reminds the little ones-but later, when they can't
4-6 find any carrots, they accept a snake's offer of a nice, ripe apple. (Garden of Eden,
yrs. hm? Not at all.) The rabbits and the snake become friendly, and many apples are
consumed by the time the old rabbit returns; not only are apples safe, but the snake
has frightened the fox away. No moral is cited, but there's a definite note of never-
too-old-to-learn. The collage illustrations are bold in composition, excellent for
group showing because of their scale, and the use of color is restrained and effective.
The story line isn't strong, but it is firm, and the message that adults aren't always
right will surely please the read-aloud audience.
Livermore, Elaine. Lost and Found. Houghton, 1975. 74-20753. 47p. illus. $5.95.
A very slight story line is used for a series of find-the-missing-object puzzles,
M paired pictures in which, in a busy mass of details, there is one object present in one
K-2 picture and missing in the facing picture. This can be entertaining for children, but it
is more a game than a book. The story: a bird flies off, each time, with the missing
object; she is building a nest, and at the close of the book, eggs are hatching, and
"she knows that people will soon get back everything they have lost." Last picture:
objects tumbling through the air or being carried by nestlings to the many losers, a
rather strained conclusion. The pictures seem too busy for visual appeal; although
the drawing itself has flair; the legs of the park bench where all the action takes place
are curved and change directions in the course of the book.
Lyttle, Richard B. The Complete Beginner's Guide to Backpacking. Doubleday, 1975.
74-18817. 148p. illus. $4.95.
Like the Gibbs book reviewed above, this covers all aspects of backpacking but
R goes into greater detail; it is written in a brisk style, occasionally seeming to be
7- addressed to young males (after describing the five-pound boot suitable for adult
males, it notes, "Your boots should weigh about three and a half to four pounds a
pair, and women's and children's boots will be even lighter.") although photographs
in the chapter on clothing show two women backpackers. Like Gibbs, Lyttle stresses
the importance of boots, packs, and sleeping equipment but discusses these, other
equipment, food, sanitation, etc. in greater depth. Appended are a bibliography, a list
of suppliers, the addresses of governmental agencies that can provide information,
and an excellent relative index.
McCormick, Donald. The Master Book of Escapes; The World of Escapes and Escapists
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from Houdini to Colditz; Keys, Locks and Chains; Rafts, Jungles and Prisons;
Survival Against all the Odds. Watts, 1975. 74-10347. 188p. illus. $4.95.
One broad column of type with a very wide margin compensates to an extent for
M the very small print of the text, liberally illustrated with photographs and drawings.
7-9 The book has a haphazard arrangement within the chapters, and there is no index, so
that it seems best for browsing. The writing style is pedestrian journalese, and the
text is permeated with an effusive admiration for the escapists, whether they are
entertainers like Houdini, prisoners of war, or criminals. Included in the text are also
some escape heroes of fiction, survivors of shipwreck, and odd bits such as the
narrow escape of a man who fell in the path of a train on the London underground
and was saved because a passenger happened to pull the emergency cord. Interesting
stuff, much of it, but rather a hodge-podge.
Malzberg, Barry. Conversations. Bobbs-Merrill, 1975. 74-17686. 89p. $4.95.
A familiar science fiction theme is used in a novel that consists primarily of con-
Ad versations between twelve-year-old Dal and the other members of a community of
7- the year 2169, a society that is rigidly authoritarian and in which it is forbidden to
learn about the past. But the past intrigues Dal, the idea of families who live together
rather than communal groups whose lives are directed by the Elders. Dal has learned
of the past from Lothar, who is thought to be crazy and is certainly an outcast, and
then Dal himself is ostracized. Lothar secretly visits Dal and gives him the scrap-
book with pictures of the old ways, and Dal immediately sets about convincing his
Group mate (who has informed the Elders of Dal's heresy) that the old ways were
good. A brief epilogue produces a surprise ending, but there is too little action and
too much repetition here to appeal to all but the most devoted science fiction fans.
Manley, Seon, ed. Ladies of Fantasy; Two Centuries of Sinister Stories by the Gentle Sex;
selected by Seon Manley and Gogo Lewis. Lothrop, 1975. 74-22283. 214p. Trade ed.
$6.50; Library ed. $5.49 net.
An anthology of tales by women, written over a period of two centuries, includes a
Ad brief prefatory comment on each author's story. The quality is variable, ranging from
7- the poignant "Searching for Summer" by Joan Aiken and Jane Roberts' provocative
"The Red Wagon" to several stories in which the plot is almost buried under de-
scriptive exposition.
Mayer, Mercer. The Great Cat Chase; a wordless book by Mercer Mayer. Four Winds, 1975.
74-13120. 30p. illus. $3.50.
Mercer Mayer is particularly adept in making the story line clear and the illustra-
R tions amusing in wordless picture books. His children are slightly raffish, his animals
2-4 sprightly, and his plots filled with action. Here one child, dressed up in floppy adult
yrs. clothes, pursues the cat that's jumped out of a doll carriage; two small boys (one
dressed as a policeman in a coat that trips him) help her in a frenetic chase that
includes a trip through a large pipe, a tumble into a shallow stream, climbing a tree, et
cetera, and ends with the grateful cat owner furnishing food to her battered friends.
Navarra, John Gabriel. Supercars; A Chicago Museum of Science and Industry Book.
Doubleday, 1975. 73-10949. 62p. illus. $4.95.
This is not a continuous text but a series of brief articles, illustrated by photo-
R graphs, on new or experimental models of cars and the special features that make
5-9 them more safe or on such aspects of the automobile in our society as controlled
parking, pollution, and restricted use of freeways. Navarra also describes the con-
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servation of fossil fuels and alternatives to the internal combustion engine. This
doesn't go into any aspect of the subject deeply, but it is a clear and brisk overview.
Norton, Andre. The Day of the Ness; by Andre Norton and Michael Gilbert; illus. by
Michael Gilbert. Walker, 1975. 74-78111. 119p. $5.95.
Nine-year-old Hal, whose father is part of a project team dealing with outer space
NR aliens who are hidden within a nearby mountain, responds to what appears to be a
3-5 call for help when all the project workers are away. He finds that the creatures are
varied: Rays, Stalkers, Floaters, et cetera, all parts of a social community headed by
the Think-Think. The evil Ness hold the Great Think-Think in captivity, and with-
out him-or it-the community will be vanquished. The book is a pastiche of narrow
escapes and bug-eyed monsters, with Hall masterminding the rescue of the Think-
Think and the defeat of the Ness. Not convincing and not well-written; neither the
plot nor the conception has substance, even within the fantasy framework. Too bad,
since there is a dearth of science fiction stories for younger readers; however, those
who are addicted may enjoy this simply because there is little else.
Olgin, Joseph. Illustrated Football Dictionary for Young People; illus. by Larry Sutton.
Harvey House, 1975. 74-82014. 12 5p. $5.89.
This doesn't explain how the game of football is played, but it has reference use,
Ad since it gives explanations, in an alphabetical listing, of football terms, slang, plays,
3-6 and positions. The usefulness is limited by the forms of entry; for example, one entry
is "Staying in the Pocket," and it explains that the quarterback stays in the "protec-
tive defensive pocket." But there is no entry for "pocket" or "protective" and while
there are five entries for "defensive" (end, holding, pass interference, play, and
secondary) none is for "Defensive pocket." Cross-references are not used. A brief
final section describes the "Greatest Players of all Time."
Overton, Jenny. The Thirteen Days of Christmas; illus. by Shirley Hughes. Nelson, 1975.
74-10277. 154p. $5.95.
First published in England, a novel set some centuries ago purports to give the
M origin of the song, "The Twelve Days of Christmas." Annaple Kitson is the oldest
6-8 of four motherless children, and her family's dearest wish is to see her married. They
love her, but they don't enjoy her scolding or her disastrous cooking. They urge her
devoted suitor to be more romantic and he obliges. A partridge in a miniature pear
tree on the first day, and so on-but that's all there is; while the writing style is
competent, it has little period flavor in dialogue, and even has an occasional phrase
that seems obtrusively contemporary. The characterization is exaggerated for
humorous effect, and goes too far (Annaple's constant cooking errors are not believ-
able) and the plot does the same thing, being merely a series of descriptions of the
arrival of each day's gifts with Annaple fussing about the crowded house and the
townspeople's gossip. Incidentally, she succumbs and marries her generous swain,
but it's more a relief than a climax to the story.
Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. Frogs, Toads, Salamanders and How They Reproduce; illus. by
Matthew Kalmenoff. Holiday House, 1975. 74-26567. 142p. $6.95.
Meticulously detailed illustrations add to the usefulness and appeal of an excellent
R text, lucid and comprehensive, logically organized and written authoritatively. Pa-
4-7 tent describes the species of amphibians that inhabit various environments, discusses
* breeding and feeding habits, and describes the developmental stages of frogs, toads,
salamanders, and caecilians. Other aspects discussed are adaptation, nesting, and
parental care, with particular emphasis on some of the exotic aspects of egg-carrying
frogs and toads. A bibliography and an index are appended.
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Paterson, Diane. Eat! Dial, 1975. 74-23491. 28p. illus. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.58 net.
Martha's doting parents give her all the attention a fussy eater could want, and
NR more. They offer her heaping dishes of anything, everything she wants. Martha
3-5 won't eat. Finally she announces she wants a frog-but she doesn't want to eat it,
yrs. she wants to feed it. It won't eat; she coaxes it just as her parents have coaxed her,
even joining in a meal just to show the frog how good spaghetti and meatballs taste.
Sated, she retires, but the next morning-the story ends-Martha announces she
doesn't want any breakfast, she's not hungry. The illustrations, chiefly close-ups of
large parental faces, are repetitive, and the slight plot comes to a weak close. The
situation isn't exaggerated enough to be funny and is stretched too far to be realistic.
Paul, Aileen. Kids Cooking Complete Meals; Menus, Recipes, Instructions; illus. by John
Delulio. Doubleday, 1975. 73-10815. 144p. $4.95.
Mrs. Paul's sequel to the admirable Kids Cooking uses the same sensible format
R for recipes: instructions for preparation are in chronological order, so that the reader
3-6 learns what can be readied the night before, for example, when preparing a breakfast
that includes waffles. There's a preface for children, another addressed to adults,
some basic advice on nutrition and diet, facts about the numbers of servings per unit,
and advice on shopping for food and storing it. The menus that are included are
suggested for specific occasions, and they are very clear although more complex, for
the most part, than those in the first book. An extensive chart on nutritive values and
an index are appended.
Pettit, Theodore S. The Long, Long Pollution Crisis. Putnam, 1975. 74-24750. 72p. $5.95.
Like many other books about pollution, this discusses the ways in which man has
M upset the ecological balance of nature, the specific causes of pollution of land, sea,
6-8 air, and water, and the need for immediate action on the part of civic, volunteer, and
governmental agencies. Pettit spells out in some detail the ways in which individual
citizens can become involved and take action. The writing style is dry, the book
weakened by the solid pages of print with insufficient space between lines. A list of
seven adult titles suggested for further reading precedes the text; an index is ap-
pended.
Pevsner, Stella. A Smart Kid Like You. Seabury, 1975. 74-19320. 216p. $6.95.
Starting junior high school as one of the few students from a private school had
R already made Nina apprehensive, but when she found that the teacher for her trans-
5-7 fer group's accelerated math class was her father's new wife, she was really stunned.
Her friends tried to help her by hazing the teacher; it didn't work. Nina, who had not
adjusted to her parent's divorce, reluctantly realized that her father was much hap-
pier now. The story of her acceptance of her stepmother and her mother's suitor is
balanced by her budding interest in a boy, her friendships at school, and her success-
ful attempt to persuade her mother that she's no longer a small child. The book has a
serious theme, but there are moments of humor; the characterization is convincing
albeit not deep, and the changes and developments in Nina are logical.
Polushkin, Maria, ad. Who Said Meow? illus. by Giulio Maestro. Crown, 1975. 74-19500. 28p.
$5.95.
Blue and yellow are combined with white and black for the big, ingenuous illustra-
Ad tions that have an uncluttered look despite the occasional small details of flowers or
2-4 wallpaper pattern. The simplicity suits the text, which has a naive quality that should
yrs. appeal to young children as much as the animals of the story. A puppy hears,
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"Meow," and trots off to see who was making the noise; each animal he meets (until
he finally encounters a cat) tells how it speaks ("I say COCK-A-DOODLE-DOO,"
or "I say SQUEAK SQUEAK") but Puppy's investigations include a ducking in the
pond and a bee sting "right on the tip of his sweet puppy nose." The story is slight,
but children may enjoy feeling superior because they can see, in almost every pic-
ture, just a bit of Cat; when Puppy does see Cat, he smiles and naps-a realistic but
weak ending.
Pushkin, Alexander. The Tale of the Golden Cockerel; tr. by Alessandra Pellizone; illus. by
J. Bilibin. T. Y. Crowell, 1975. 24p. $5.95.
The story will be familiar to opera-lovers as "Le Coq d'Or," which Rimsky-
R Korsakov based on Pushkin's retelling of a folktale. Here the tale is retold from the
3-5 Italian edition translated by Pellizone with the illustrations from the original edition
* published in 1910. The Czar Dadon, whose kingdom had been protected by the
warnings given by the golden cockerel, had promised the sorcerer who had given him
the bird, that he would grant any wish. But when that time came, the czar, entranced
by the beautiful young queen who had made him forget his two dead sons, refused to
give the sorcerer his wish, for it was the queen the man desired. The story ends
tragically: the czar kills the sorcerer, the golden bird kills the czar, the queen van-
ishes. (Made for opera, you say?) The tale ends with a moral, "Do not make a
promise you are not willing to keep," and is dramatic enough to hold readers even
without the illustrations. The illustrations, however, are spectacular: richly embroi-
dered and ornate, the pictures have intricate details of costumes and furnishings;
they have a quality of Oriental opulence, a similarity to Persian miniatures, and a
romantic, almost medieval aura, especially in those pictures that are in frieze form.
Rabinowitz, Sandy. The Red Horse and the Bluebird. Harper, 1975. 74-11647. 29p. illus.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.11 net.
A bluebird nestling, pushed out of the nest by siblings before he is ready to fly, is
M taken care of by a horse; the horse watches the bird at night, paws the ground for
K-2 worms, and finally inveigles the bird into flying by flipping him off his tail. ("With a
flip of the tail and great horse laugh, the bluebird learned to fly!") Then the bird,
seeing the horse with a leg caught in a woodchuck hole, plucked red hairs from the
horse's tail and flew off to get help, and the two have been "the very closest friends
ever since." The illustrations are deft and amusing, many drawn to a scale large
enough for group display. The story is thin, without enough of the humor or exagger-
ation which would make it a convincing fantasy and with too many unnatural details
to be realistic.
Rice, Eve. New Blue Shoes; story and pictures by Eve Rice. Macmillan, 1975. 74-13259. 28p.
$5.95.
Decisions, decisions. Having insisted that blue, and only blue, shoes were what
Ad she wanted while she and Mama were in the shoe store, Rebecca is seized by doubt
3-5 on the way home-won't blue shoes look silly? Mama suggests, when they get home,
yrs. that Rebecca wear them around the house. She does, and decides she likes them;
Mama declares herself satisfied with the shoes and with her daughter. Both the
shopping trip and the self-consciousness about a new article of clothing may have the
appeal of the familiar, and the quietly affectionate relationship between mother and
child is pleasant, but the plot is sedate and the illustrations add little vitality to the
book.
Rock, Gail. A Dream for Addie; illus. by Charles C. Gehm. Knopf, 1975. 74-15307. 89p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.69 net.
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Like other stories about Addie, this is set in a small town in 1948, and the costume
R details of the period are pictured with meticulous fidelity in the attractive black and
4-6 white illustrations. When Addie learns that the beautiful actress Constance Payne is
in town to attend to family business, she visits her (against her strict father's wishes)
and asks Constance to participate in a style show. Constance, it develops, drinks.
Dad wants no part of Addie's plan to bring the actress to their house and help her,
but Addie and Grandma persuade him, and they all brave the neighbors' censure. So
Addie learns the joy of helping another from Constance, as she has learned from her
the importance of holding fast to one's hopes for a creative life. This is a bit more
contrived than the earlier books, but the characterization is adequate, the style of
writing competent, and the almost-stock situation of the actress who is really lonely
and disappointed balanced by the strong family portrayal and the delightful scenes of
Addie and her friends.
Rockwell, Anne. Big Boss. Macmillan, 1975. 74-13660. 64p. illus. (Ready-to-Read) $5.95.
A book for beginning independent readers has large print, ample white space, a
Ad modest vocabulary, short sentences, simple concepts, division into chapters (actu-
1-2 ally the text is continuous, but the device is appealing) and bright pictures of animals.
What it doesn't have is a very convincing plot: a frog outwits a tiger and a fox, both of
whom want to eat him, by claiming he is the Big Boss of the forest and pulling a few
tricks. Nevertheless, the triumph of a little creature over bigger ones is likely to
provide satisfaction to young readers.
Rosen, Winifred. Henrietta, The Wild Woman of Borneo; illus. by Kay Chorao. Four Winds,
1975. 74-31017. 41p. $5.50.
Noisy, disheveled, and sloppy in her habits, Henrietta is the focus of her sister's
R disdain and her parents' patient nagging. When her mother tells Henrietta to comb
K-2 her hair, please, she looks like the wild woman of Borneo, Henrietta decides that she
belongs in Borneo, where apparently her appearance and behavior are the norm. She
makes an abortive attempt to take a bus there, then has her sister crate her for
mailing. But it's her parents who open the crate. And-surprise-not only are her
parents happy to see her, but her sister announces the crate contains just what she
wanted: Henrietta. The pictures and the writing share a breezy, blithe tone, and the
nice thing about this story is that Henrietta doesn't have to change in any way, her
family really loves her as she is.
Rosner, Lynn. Let's Go to a Horse Show; illus. by Heidi Palmer. Putnam, 1975. 74-78641.
47p. $3.86.
The fictional framework for what is actually an informational book seems com-
M pletely out of place here. Jody and Brenda are at their first horse show, Brenda
3-5 helping and Jody riding. Both the dialogue between the girls and the detailed descrip-
tion of Jody's performance are used to give facts; save for the two appearances of
Jody and her horse in the events of the day there is no story line. Heavy-handed, but
the text will undoubtedly be of interest to new or would-be riders, and a small amount
of factual material (a glossary, a labelled diagram of a snaffle bit and bridle, etc.) is
appended.
Sabin, Francene. Women Who Win; illus. with photographs. Random House, 1975. 74-20835.
17 1p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.99 net.
Biographical sketches of fourteen women athletes focus on their training, their
careers, and their special problems as women in being accepted as major sports
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R figures. There's one biography for each sport, save for skiing and swimming; in those
6-10 sections the author describes a swimming team of four and a trio of skiing sisters.
Many of the women have competed at an international level, some in the Olympics;
most of them have become professionals; some of them have fought for women's
rights in the sports world. While the style of writing often verges on journalese, it is
smooth and informal, and the subject-which has been given little coverage in books
for young people-has appeal.
Sarnoff, Jane. The Code and Cipher Book; by Jane Sarnoff and Reynold Ruffins. Scribner,
1975. 74-24419. 40p. illus. $5.95.
An entertaining compendium of ciphers, codes, and such variants as pig Latin and
R cockney slang concludes with a page of advice on breaking ciphers and some mes-
4-7 sages to decode, with keys to the numbers used for cipher systems in the book. Each
of the ciphers is explained, and sentences to encode and decode follow. Here and
there throughout the book are double-page spreads that offer little bits of information
about codes used in history, rules about who was permitted to use them, signs used
by hoboes, etc. Great fun for the child who enjoys puzzles.
Suhl, Yuri. On the Other Side of the Gate. Watts, 1975. 74-13452. 149p. $5.95.
Based on a true episode, this story is a young Jewish couple's successful plan to
R smuggle their infant son out of the Warsaw ghetto is both a tale of danger and courage
7-9 and a grim picture of the plight of Polish Jews during the German occupation of
World War II. Starving and stifled in their barbed wire compound, Warsaw Jews
were being sent off to labor details and concentration camps. Hershel and Lena risk
their lives to save their child's by asking a Polish Catholic acquaintance to "find"
him on their doorstep and adopt him. The dangers are shared by the Polish friends
and their family, and the story shows the range of attitudes among Poles from
anti-Semitism to defiant compassion. Suhl creates the atmosphere with caustic con-
viction and constructs the plot and the characters with solidity.
Trivett, John V. Building Tables on Tables; illus. by Giulio Maestro. T. Y. Crowell, 1975.
74-11263. 33 p. $4.50.
A mathematics teacher presents, with lucid simplicity, the concepts of substituting
R and reversing numbers in the process of multiplication, showing the reader how to
2-4 construct diagrams of related products to arrive at the same common names; i.e.,
3 x 4 is related on the diagram to 3 x (5 - 1) and to (1 + 1 + 1) x 4 et cetera, and
demonstrating the satisfying function of simple tables. Trivett doesn't suggest that
mathematics is a game, but his text makes the subject just as intriguing.
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